Abstract-There are many randomized motion planning techniques, but it is often difficult to determine what planning method to apply to best solve a problem. Planners have their own strengths and weaknesses, and each one is best suited to a specific type of problem. In previous work, we proposed a meta-planner that, through analysis of the problem features, subdivides the instance into regions and determines which planner to apply in each region. The results obtained with our prototype system were very promising even though it utilized simplistic strategies for all components. Even so, we did determine that strategies for problem subdivision and for combination of partial regional solutions have a crucial impact on performance. In this paper, we propose new methods for these steps to improve the performance of the meta-planner. For problem subdivision, we propose two new methods: a method based on 'gaps' and a method based on information theory. For combining partial solutions, we propose two new methods that concentrate on neighboring areas of the regional solutions. We present results that show the performance gain achieved by utilizing these new strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The motion planning (MP) problem is to find a sequence of valid states taking a movable object, usually called a robot, from an initial state to a goal state. A robot's state or configuration is represented by a set of parameters that describe the position and orientation of all robot components; these parameters are often referred to as the robot's degrees of freedom (DOF). A configuration is said to be valid if it satisfies every predefined constraint (e.g., in many cases the configuration is valid if it is collision free). Motion planning arises in many applications ranging from robotics and CAD to computational biology.
There is strong evidence that any complete planner will require exponential time in the number of DOF of the robot [6] , [19] , [20] . Thus, the motion planning problem is considered intractable except for robots with few DOFs. Initially, this complexity was addressed with heuristic methods based on cell decomposition [5] and potential * This research supported in part by NSF Grants EIA-0103742, ACR-0081510, ACR-0113971, CCR-0113974, ACI-0326350, by the DOE, and by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board grant ATP-000512-0261-2001. Morales supported in part by a Fulbright/Garcia Robles (CONACYT) Fellowship. Rodriguez supported in part by a LSAMP Bridge to Doctorate Fellowship. fields [9] , but after the introduction of the Randomized Path Planner (RPP) [2] , randomized methods have been the focus of extensive research. Notable examples include the roadmap-based probabilistic roadmap methods (PRMs) [8] and several tree-based methods that explore the planning space starting from one or two points. [3] , [7] , [10] . Randomized methods have yielded remarkable results, including solutions for previously unsolved MP problems.
Although there are many randomized planners, their performance varies depending on their individual strengths and weaknesses in dealing with different types of Cspace and on the construction of the problem instance. In addition, many environments have vastly different regions and there may not be any planner that can deal efficiently with all regions.
In our previous work [13] , we proposed to follow a machine learning approach in developing a feature-sensitive meta-planner to oversee the coordinated application of multiple planners. It characterized and partitioned C-space into regions that are well-suited for a strategy chosen from a library of roadmap-based motion planners. In each region, the corresponding strategy is applied and the resulting regional roadmaps are combined to form a roadmap of the entire planning space.
In experiments performed, our feature-sensitive metaplanner demonstrated the promise of this approach by outperforming any of the individual planners on a variety of problem instances [13] . However, our results also illustrated some performance bottlenecks. For example, our rather naive subdivision strategy was not truly feature sensitive and therefore did not always result in the most natural subdivisions. Of greatest impact, however, was our straight-forward brute force strategy for combining regional roadmaps into the global roadmap -in many cases this step accounted for the majority of the computation costs! In this paper, we propose new methods to address these issues. We present methods for subdividing a region into subregions that are more homogeneous than their parent regions. Also, we present mechanisms to reduce the cost of integrating regional solutions without affecting the quality of the overall solution. 
II. PRELIMINARIES
A robot is a movable object whose position and orientation can be described by n parameters, or DOFs, each corresponding to a component (e.g., object positions, object orientations, link angles, or link displacements). Hence, a robot's placement, or configuration, can be uniquely described by a point (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) in an n dimensional space (x i being the ith DOF). This space, consisting of all possible robot configurations (feasible or not) is called configuration space (C-space) [11] . The subset of all feasible configurations is the free C-space (C-free), while the union of the unfeasible configurations is the blocked C-space (Cobstacles). Thus, the MP problem becomes that of finding a continuous trajectory for a point in C-space connecting the start and the goal configurations that completely lies in C-free. In general, it is intractable to compute C-space, but we can often determine whether a configuration is feasible or not quite efficiently, e.g., by performing a collision detection test in the workspace, the robot's natural space.
A. Randomized Motion Planning
Since computing C-space is intractable, several planners have successfully exploited randomization to sample and map C-space. Notable examples include Roadmap-based PRMs [8] , [15] , [16] and tree-based planners [2] , [3] , [7] , [10] . These planners have solved many previously unsolved problems.
PRMs build a roadmap of the free C-space by sampling collision-free configurations. Then, simple local planners identify which pairs of selected samples can be connected to form roadmap edges. Many PRM variants have been proposed. Some methods generate configurations uniformly [8] , while other methods increase the proportion of feasible configurations in some regions [4] , [10] , [14] , [21] . On the other hand, tree-based planners set the root of a tree at a known feasible configuration and grow from it either uniformly to cover the space reachable from the nodes already in the tree or to get closer to the goal.
None of the planners available performs well for every problem. The characteristics of the problem often dictate the performance of the method applied. For example, OBPRM [1] , a PRM where configurations are generated near C-obstacle surfaces, performs better in cluttered regions. On the other hand, the original PRM [8] which uniformly samples configurations from C-space performs best in free regions.
B. Feature-Sensitive Motion Planning Framework
In [13] , we proposed a machine learning based characterization and partitioning approach to motion planning. The C-space of the instance is recursively partitioned, so that in each level a region may be subdivided into different overlapping subregions. When a region is classified as homogeneous, based on a set of measured features, a planning strategy that is well suited for the corresponding features is applied to generate a regional roadmap. When all the subregions have been mapped, their roadmaps are combined to produce a roadmap for the entire region. This leaves a global roadmap for the environment at the top of the recursion.
The classification of a region was performed with a trained decision tree [18] . This method requires the collection of descriptive features of each region. During and after the creation of a small PRM roadmap, general features (based on the counts and ratios of nodes, edges, and components) and connected component features (based on the size, span, and distances between components) are measured. The values of these features allow a trained decision tree to classify a region as homogeneous (free, cluttered, or narrow passage) or non-homogeneous.
The performance of this feature-sensitive framework depends on how effectively the problem is partitioned into homogeneous regions. Previously, we applied a technique that selects at random both the positional dimension to subdivide and the point to split the selected dimension. Regions were partitioned leaving an overlap in the neighboring area of 10% to 15%. While this method eventually created homogeneous regions, it fragmented the problem indiscriminately. Also, although descriptive features collected for the space were available, they were not considered when creating the partition.
The most expensive step in our meta-planner was the combination of regional solutions. For this operation, we used a simple brute force approach that performed k-closest connection over all the nodes in the regional roadmaps. As a consequence, in our previous results this step took from 50% to 90% of the collision-detection calls. In this paper, we propose attempting connections between nodes in or close to the overlapping regions of neighboring partitions to reduce the cost of merging regional maps.
III. C-SPACE SUBDIVISION
The Feature-Sensitive Motion Planning Framework creates a C-space subdivision tree. Each node of this tree represents a region of the problem, its child nodes are subregions whose union covers the parent region. The main goal of our partitioning is that the resulting subregions should be more 'homogeneous' than the parent region as measured by their features.
In [13] , we applied an elementary subdivision strategy. It split a randomly selected positional DOF at a random point along an orthogonal boundary. The boundaries were extended beyond the splitting point by a small ε to create an overlapping area between the two neighboring subregions. Random subdivisions limit our chances to find proper subregions that are more homogeneous than the parent partition. Also, while characterizing the region we obtained features that can measure homogeneity, but we did not use them when determining a partition. Moreover, considering only positional DOFs prevented the meta-planner from finding possibly useful subdivisions in higher degrees of freedom. In this work, we propose subdivision strategies that use regional features in defining partitions that increase the homogeneity of the subregions so the recursion can be stopped sooner. In addition, the proposed strategies make partitions considering every DOF.
The partitioning strategies presented utilize features measured from the small PRM roadmap generated to characterize the region. Valid and invalid samples determine the selection of the best DOF and point within the selected DOF to place an orthogonal boundary. Boundaries are extended by some ε that is a small fraction of the region in order to make neighboring regions overlap. Since the resulting subregions are orthogonal, they may be sensitive to alignment. This is an issue we leave for further studies.
A. Subdivision based on gaps
The gap-based subdivision searches for gaps, areas along a DOF where no free nodes could be found. The largest normalized gap is selected as a boundary between subregions as shown in Fig. 1 . This largest gap is likely to represent the largest region of homogeneity, an obstacleprone, hard-to-map area. Two subregions are defined using the gap, one covering the area to the right of the gap and one including the area left of the gap and the gap itself. Normalization is needed to give every DOF equal chances of being considered for partition, so, we divide each gap by the maximum range of its corresponding DOF. 
B. Subdivision based on information gain
We present a subdivision strategy inspired by decisiontree-based machine learning algorithms, such as ID3 [17] and C4.5 [18] , that construct the series of decisions that best leads to a certain classification from a dataset of examples. Branches in the learned tree are attribute-value tests found to best partition the examples. During construction of the tree, entropy (a property of the dataset) is used to compute the information gain of various partitions [12] .
Our feature-sensitive meta-planner also builds a tree of subregions. Rather than learning a tree for classification, we are defining partitions that best create homogeneous subdivisions. Information gain can be computed for regional prospective partitions to measure which partition best separates the sampled configurations into homogeneous subregions. Homogeneity can be calculated using C-space roadmap features already required for region classification [13] . We use valid and invalid configurations to measure the homogeneity of a C-space region.
Information gain is defined in terms of entropy which measures the diversity of a set. The entropy of a set S of examples relative to a c-wise classification that has a proportion of p i examples in the class i is defined as
where p k log 2 p k = 0 if p k = 0. In order to classify valid or invalid configurations, c = 2 and the entropy of a set of samples S r from a region r is defined as
where p v is the proportion of valid configurations in S, and p i is the proportion of invalid configurations in S. Intuitively, a region has higher entropy when the proportion of valid and invalid configurations is similar, it has lower entropy when the configurations tend to be more of one value as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
(a) (b) We use entropy to compute the information gain obtained when subdividing each DOF D into two pieces, so we can choose the subdivision that yields the highest gain. Algorithm 1 shows our approach. We project the valid and invalid configurations on each DOF and find the middle points between a valid and an invalid configuration. These middle points are candidate splitting points. The information gain of splitting the region S in parameter D through the point m into two subregions S D,i is
Gain(S, D, m)
where |S D,1 | is the total number of samples to the left of m in dimension D and S D,2 is the total number of samples to the right of m in dimension D.
IV. COMBINATION OF REGIONAL ROADMAPS
Once every child of a node in the C-space subdivision tree has been mapped, regional roadmaps need to be for all possible split points do 5: Define the set of valid (l v ) and invalid (l i ) samples left of the split point 6: Define the set of valid (r v ) and invalid (r i ) samples right of the split point 7 :
if The gain of this split is greatest then 9: Save the split DOF and split point 10: end if 11: end for 12: end for 13 : ε = findEpsilon(bb, split DOF,start,split,end) 14: leftBB = subregion(bb, split DOF, start, split-ε) 15 : rightBB = subregion(bb, split DOF, split+ε, end) 16: Return leftBB, rightBB combined into a global roadmap for the parent node. Neighboring child nodes have an overlap that is used to "stitch" their corresponding roadmaps together.
In our previous work [13] we integrated neighboring regions by applying a component connection and a kclosest connection over all nodes. Attempting connections in regions that have already been mapped results in excessive mapping effort while yielding little benefit. In fact, combination of regional roadmaps was the bottleneck of our original framework -it generally took from 50% to 90% of the collision-detection calls. Instead, what we need is to focus connection attempts in and near to overlapping sections of the subregions that we hope to combine.
The flexibility of our framework allows for many combination strategies. Here, we propose both an alternative approach to our initial method that is applied in neighboring regions and a method to combine the feature roadmap of a node with its regional roadmap.
A. Combination of neighboring region roadmaps
Neighboring regions can be combined by connecting selected pairs of nodes from the overlap and its surroundings. To merge two roadmaps, left and right, that overlap in the range [a,b] from a given DOF, we form two lists of nodes: leftNodes and rightNodes. Connection attempts are done with regular local planners between leftNodes and rightNodes. We introduce two mechanisms to fill out these lists.
The first mechanism, overlap, consists on filling leftNodes with all nodes from the left roadmap in the range [a,b] . Similarly, rightNodes is filled with all nodes from the right roadmap in the same range.
The second mechanism, overlap+random, applies the overlap method and then additional nodes from the left (right) roadmap are added to leftNodes (rightNodes) with some probability using a Gaussian distribution biased to nodes close to the overlap (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Roadmap Combination: Overlap + Random
Require: leftBB, leftRdmp, rightBB, rightRdmp, k Ensure: leftRdmp and rightRdmp combined in roadmap 1: for all nodes n i in leftRdmp do 2: if n i is in overlap between leftBB and rightBB then 3: leftNodes.add(n i ) 4: else if accept given GaussianLikelihood(n i ) then 5: leftNodes.add(n i ) 6: end if 7: end for 8: for all nodes n i in rightRdmp do 9: if n i is in overlap between leftBB and rightBB then 10: rightNodes.add(n i ) 11: else if accept given GaussianLikelihood(n i ) then 12: rightNodes.add(n i ) 13: end if 14 
B. Integration of feature and regional roadmaps
The feature roadmap produced for characterizing a region can also be used to improve the regional roadmap. Since the feature roadmap has a small number of nodes, in this work we connect it to the regional roadmap by trying connections from all the nodes in the feature roadmap to the k-closest nodes of the regional solution.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We compared the performance of the different subdivision and combination methods proposed against the ones previously used when mapping two environments: Plates (Fig. 3) and Walls (Fig. 4) . The meta-planner was coded in C++ and Perl, using the Parasol motion planning library, our group's collection of randomized planners. Results were obtained on an Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz processor with 512 MB of RAM and 512 KB of cache, running Linux 2.4.20-9.
The Plates environment forms several narrow openings with barriers as shown in Fig. 3 . It has two sets of parallel vertical plates (sandwiches) and a set of six parallel horizontal plates that form narrow passages. The robot is a rigid body with six DOFs. We set a query where the robot moves from inside one of the sandwiches to the other.
The Walls environment is formed by six chambers separated by small openings as shown in Fig. 4 . The seven-DOF robot has two links connected by a single joint. We set a query where the robot moves from a chamber on one extreme to the chamber on the other extreme of the environment. The size of the robot forces it to fold and unfold as it goes through the openings.
We measure performance and map quality by counting the number of collision detection calls (#CDs), the number of nodes attempted (att) and obtained (act), and the number of connected components (#CCs) in each stage of the meta-planning: partitioning, mapping of regions, and combination of roadmaps.
A. Subdivision methods
First, we tested the subdivision methods proposed. In order to isolate the analysis of subdivisions, we used a basic combination method in these tests. A summary of representative results is shown in Table I . We present results for our previously introduced basic Random subdivision in three DOFs and for subdivisions based on gaps and on information gain. In all but one case, Gap and Gain offer performance improvements from 41% to 70% in comparison with the Random subdivision.
The subregions formed by the Gap method are more expensive to combine. For example, in the one case, Walls, where the Gap method does not show improvement, it created many subdivisions, requiring more effort to combine them. Also, in both environments, the Gain method produced subregions that are faster to map, but with an increased cost in partitioning over the Random method. Moreover, our information Gain technique produces roadmaps with much fewer nodes than the other two methods. Figure 5 shows examples of subdivisions.
B. Roadmap combination methods
We tested the subregion combination methods applying only the basic Random subdivision. A summary of representative results is shown in Table II. All the runs solved the query assigned. The basic combination consumes an excessive number of collision detection calls, as we noted in our previous work. The overlap and overlap+random methods yielded similar and significant improvement in performance (based on #CDs), but roadmaps with fewer components are produced with overlap+random. In addition, the two proposed strategies reduce the CD calls in region combination while having similar costs during subdivision and mapping of regions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced techniques to improve feature-sensitive motion planning. Our early work on this topic produced a framework based on machine learning that subdivides
